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K E Y  TA K E AWAY S

T H E  F O C U S

In one of the most highly anticipated Federal Reserve 
meetings in quite some time, Fed Chair Jerome Powell and 
the FOMC announced the first rise to the US benchmark 
policy rate in over three years. 

This decision is now historical: two years ago, the world was 
turned upside down with a pandemic virus that shutdown 
economies, businesses, and citizens for months on end. As a 
response, zero interest rate policy and quantitative easing 
was implemented immediately alongside historical fiscal 
packages that helped support the black-swan event that 
shutdown global economies.

Since then, the world has reopened, employment has 
returned, and consumers have gone back to spending. But 
despite the strength in the rebound, the Federal Reserve 
maintained ZIRP and QE for two years under the guise of 
“transitory” and “average inflation targeting.” 

Since February of 2020, the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet 
doubled to $8.9T, US M2 grew 41% to $21.8T, US corporate 
debt rose 15% to $11.6T, and US consumer prices increased 
by 5%+ y/y for ten straight months in a row. 

This period led to a significant rally in digital assets as bitcoin 
rose from a low of $3,914 in March of 2020 to $41,137 by 
Monday’s close.

Now, investors question if the asset class can “party without 
the punch” through monetary “tightening.” 

What was illustrated last week is that reduced uncertainty 
around what the Fed could do versus now what the Fed is 
doing led to a significant rally across risk-assets. Bitcoin 
gained 6.8% and ether gained 12.9% last week, and US 
equities experienced the largest weekly return since 
November of 2020 with the Nasdaq Composite gaining 6.8%.

+ Bitcoin and ether rallied following the first rate hike in over three years as investors found more clarity around 
the Fed’s process

+ Contrary to popular opinion, rate hikes do not derail bull markets. We assess the most recent rate rising 
environment in which bitcoin rallied over 2,000% from the first hike in Dec ’15 to next cut in Sep ‘19

+ Interest rate probabilities illustrate expectations the Fed will cut in 2025 and bitcoin investors take note of the 
everlasting cycle of monetary accommodation 

Bitcoin took in stride the Federal Reserve’s first hike in over three years, with a 6.8% rally an 
indication of what’s to come on reduced uncertainty around the process of normalization
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So in the first rate hike in over three years, bitcoin and ether 
rallied. Now, investors have a tangible roadmap of six more 
hikes in 2022, and renewed Fedspeak since the meeting has 
prepared investors for the potential of 50bp increments as well. 

Any further reduction in uncertainty and volatility should be 
positive for bitcoin and ether, which we experienced last week 
as the VIX index declined from a high of 33.8 to a close of 23.9.

W H E R E  A R E  W E  N O W ?

While much of this quarter’s decline has been around monetary 
uncertainty and geopolitical risk, bitcoin, ether, and US equities 
are now above both January FOMC levels and the lows reached 
after the initial invasion of Ukraine. 

This to us illustrates the importance of maintaining conviction 
and even adding on weakness in times of uncertainty. 

As of Monday’s close, bitcoin is 16.3% higher from its closing 
lows of $35,365 on January 23rd, while ether is 23.3% higher 
than its closing lows of $2,361 on January 27th. 
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I T ’ S  N O T  A L L  A B O U T  
T I G H T E N I N G

Given that bitcoin is only 13 years old, it’s experienced just one 
rising rate environment. As we now enter a second tightening 
regime, a look back at previous performance can offer 
perspective on bitcoin’s ability to rally through a less 
accommodative monetary period. 

Previously, the Fed hiked interest rates in Dec ’15, Dec ’16, 3x in 
’17, and 4x in ‘18. In this period, average daily transaction 
volume rose from $409m to $5.1bn, hash rate rose from 0.7 to 
77 EH/s, and the total number of addresses with >$1 rose from 
3.1m to 20.0m. By the time the Fed cut in July of 2019, bitcoin 
rallied 2,220%, including the parabolic advance to $20k. The 
S&P 500 rallied 34% in this period, and 46% from the first hike 
in June 2004 to the next cut in September 2007.

While the market remains susceptible to headlines and rotations 
on Fedspeak and the likes, long-term investors have historically 
been rewarded for maintaining conviction and climbing the “wall 
of worry.” 

History doesn’t repeat itself, but it often rhymes.
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“ B R R R ”

Already, market participants have priced in the Federal 
Reserve’s next rate cut.

As we remember from 2019, fixed income and derivative 
traders backed the Fed into a wall, ultimately resulting in Fed 
Chair Powell cutting the Fed Funds Rate by July of that very 
year. Now, market participants are already pricing in an 
overshoot by the Fed, with estimates of a 2.63% policy rate by 
March of 2024 and just 2.27% by March of 2025.

Bitcoin and digital asset investors take note of the bigger 
picture: the everlasting cycle of “brrr” and monetary 
accommodation. 

While bitcoin can hedge against inflation expectations, 
monetary inflation, and price inflation over time, the asset and 
digital asset class also benefits from low interest rates. Little 
competition from bonds increases the need and attractiveness 
for risky assets, and bitcoin, ether, and crypto serve as an 
attractive alternative to high concentrations in US equities. 

As always, please reach out with any questions 
or comments.

Stay Tuned,
Joseph Orsini, CFA
Director of Research
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Market Capitalization 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 YTD
Bitcoin Market Cap (mlns) $65,307 $130,517 $538,811 $876,370 $783,212

Ether Market Cap (mlns) $13,886 $14,141 $84,171 $433,423 $337,598

Total Crypto Market Cap (mlns) $122,177 $186,105 $766,003 $2,250,184 $1,836,631

Bitcoin Dominance % 53.5% 70.1% 70.3% 38.9% 42.6%

Ethereum Dominance % 11.4% 7.6% 11.0% 19.3% 18.4%

Source: Glassnode, TradingView, Eaglebrook Advisors

Bitcoin 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 YTD
Supply (mlns) 17.5 18.1 18.6 18.9 19.0
Market Price $3,674 $7,158 $28,996 $46,334 $41,308
Realized Price $4,556 $5,587 $9,206 $24,480 $24,185
Realized Capitalization (mlns) $79,524 $101,309 $171,112 $463,063 $459,263
Market Cap / Realized Cap 0.82 1.29 3.15 1.89 1.71
Hash Rate 40.5 EH/S 94.3 EH/S 153 EH/S 179.2 EH/S 212.4 EH/S
Transfer Volume (USD, mlns) $2,127,287 $1,893,560 $2,327,727 $13,106,605 $2,400,055
Avg Daily Transfer Volume (USD, mlns) $5,828 $5,188 $6,360 $35,909 $30,770
Avg Transaction Value (USD) $26,518 $18,073 $21,266 $138,824 $123,764

Source: Glassnode1, Bloomberg, Eaglebrook Advisors

Level WTD% MTD% QTD% YTD% 1 Year% 3 Year% 5 Year% % off 52Wk 
High

90D 
Annualized 

Vol.
Bitcoin $41,308 6.8% -0.8% -10.8% -10.8% -29.4% 930.3% 3934.8% -39.0% 55.6%

Ether $2,875 12.9% 1.9% -22.1% -22.1% 57.3% 1987.3% 6758.8% -40.1% 68.2%

S&P 500 $4,463 6.2% 2.1% -6.1% -6.1% 15.6% 66.2% 105.8% -7.0% 20.3%

Nasdaq Composite $13,894 8.2% 1.1% -11.0% -11.0% 5.9% 84.6% 147.3% -13.5% 28.9%

Bloomberg Barclay's Agg $2,234 -0.4% -2.0% -5.2% -5.2% -3.1% 6.9% 12.7% -6.4% 5.8%

Gold $1,922 -3.4% 0.7% 5.1% 5.1% 10.1% 46.4% 55.7% -6.3% 14.7%

DXY Index $98 -0.9% 1.6% 2.7% 2.7% 6.9% 2.6% -2.2% -1.1% 6.5%

WTI Crude $105 -4.2% 9.4% 36.0% 36.0% 70.5% 75.0% 117.1% -15.4% 53.4%

Source: Bloomberg, Eaglebrook Advisors

K E Y  M A R K E T  D ATA
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D I S C L O S U R E S

1Realized Price, Source: Glassnode. Realized Price is the Realized Cap divided by the current supply. Realized Capitalization, 
Source: Glassnode. Realized Cap values different part of the supplies at different prices (instead of using the current daily close). 
Specifically, it is computed by valuing each UTXO by the price when it was last moved. Market Cap / Realized Cap, Source: 
Glassnode. Market Value to Realized Value (MVRV) is the ratio between market cap and realized cap. It gives an indication of when 
the traded price is below a "fair value". Hash Rate, Source: Glassnode: The average estimated number of hashes per second 
produced by the miners in the network. Total Transfer Volume, Source: Glassnode. Data is Change-Adjusted, annual sum: The 
total amount of coins transferred on-chain, adjusted by change volume. Only successful transfers are counted. Avg Daily Transfer 
Volume, Source: Glassnode. Data is Change-Adjusted, daily average: The total amount of coins transferred on-chain, adjusted by 
change volume. Only successful transfers are counted. Avg Transaction Value, Source: Glassnode. The mean value of a transfer, 
adjusted by change volume. Only successful transfers are counted.

Investment advisory and management services are provided by Eaglebrook Advisors, Inc., a registered investment 
advisor. Information presented is for educational purposes only and should not be construed as providing investment advice. 
Past performance is no indication of future results. Investing in digital currency comes with significant risk of loss that a client 
should be prepared to bear, including, but not limited to, volatile market price swings or flash crashes, market manipulation, 
economic, regulatory, technical, and cybersecurity risks. In addition, digital currency markets and exchanges are not regulated 
with the same controls or customer protections available in equity, option, futures, or foreign exchange investing.

Volatility Risk: Digital currency is a speculative and volatile investment asset. Investors should be prepared for volatile market
swings and prolonged bear markets. Digital currency can have higher volatility than other traditional investments such as stocks
and bonds and market movements can be difficult to predict.

Economic Risk: The economic risk associated with digital currency is in the lack of widespread or continuing digital
currency adoption. The market and investors could decide that digital currency should not be valued at the current market
capitalization due to a variety of factors.

Regulatory Risk: Digital currency could be banned or highly regulated by governments that would deter investors from buying
or holding digital currency.

Technical Risk: Digital currency is a dynamic network with a codebase that is updated to add new security and
functionality features. The updated code that is merged by the core developers could potentially have an error that threatens the
security or functionality of the digital currency network.

Cybersecurity Risk: Digital currency exchanges and wallets have been hacked and digital currency has been stolen in the past.
This is a potential risk that clients must be comfortable with when investing and holding digital currency. Theft is less likely when
holding digital currency at a qualified custodian in offline systems (cold storage) with institutional security and controls.

For more information please see our Form ADV Disclosures and Privacy Policy on our website.

Questions? Get in Touch:

Joe Orsini, CFA
Director of Research
jorsini@eaglebrookadvisors.com

Joseph Orsini, CFA
Director of Research


